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SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT, STUDENTS AND PARENTS

1 4+

Education System

TED Izmir Private Anatolian High School, part of the TED
(Turkish Education Association which consists of
40 schools all around Turkey, has been a leader in the Turkish Education System
in Izmir since it was founded in 2016.

Coming under the Turkish Ministry of Education, with English being the Foreign
Language Medium according to Private Schools regulation, it has 1 + 4 year system.
(1 year prep+4 years High School)
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In addition to these, there is a study hall both for the teachers and the students to contribute to educational
programs, teacher development and provide an environment where students do not only spend their class
times but also their leisure times in the most productive way.

The collections in the Digital Library (Mac Lab) consist of books, magazines, audio and visual materials
(DVD, VCD, Video, etc.) and electronic databases which are instantly updated when in need.
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Our staff consists of a School Principal, a Vice  Principal,

Some in-service trainings organized at our school for our teachers are as follows:
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

TED Izmir Private High School does not only aim its students to be academically
well-qualified but also socially active, self-expressing, innovative and problem
solving and leads its students in a way to achieve the aforementioned qualities.
Our school regards the personal differences of its students therefore enriches
the education with alternative programs, sports, arts and social activities.

In National Program students are 
required to take compulsory 

classes, common background 
studies classes, and elective 

courses to sum up to 45 hours a 
week. Maths, Physics, Chemistry 
and Biology classes are English 
medium classes, the common 

studies class’ medium is Turkish. 

Students choose French German or Spanish as a second 
foreign language. In our school, General English and

Mathematics courses are being implemented in accordance 
with national program’s learning objectives. BTEC Art&Design 

Extended Diploma and Diploma Programs are being
implemented within the context of Art Package.
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The classes we teach our students at Prep, 9th, 10th, 11th (and 12th 
grades for the upcoming years) are in accordance with the 
National Ministry of Education Regulations and aim to prepare our 
students not just for college but also for life. Our focus is not only 
academic success of our students but we also want to expose 
and develop their talents in painting, sculpture, dancing, music 
and acting. We provide them with the appropriate environment 
and elective courses so as to encourage them.

Springing from our principle of regarding innovation and variety 
as the rule of thumb; starting on from 2007-2008 school year, TED 

Schools have had a program under the name of Scholar
Development Program. This is a very special program to TED 

schools and started with the Board of Education and Discipline’s
confirmation. TED Izmir College has been implementing the

program since 2016. The aim of this program is to have students 
become individuals who are always in pursuit of questioning, 

research, being productive. This program is based on the idea of 
having the academically high profile students to do research, 

practice and take productivity before anything in their own 
careers. The program targets at educating young people who 

question, doubt, research and like to procreate. 

Every single student in this program must prepare a project in Science, Math, 
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In 2019-2020 Academic year, there are 45 students in Grade 9,69 in Grade 10,
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The Oxford AQA Program is one of the most
recognized qualifications around the world. 

In 2019 -2020  academic year, 
there are total number of 56 students in BTEC programme, 
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BTEC programmes - preferred by 4 million students in 110
countries - are being implemented in our school since 2014. BTEC
program - offered only at TED schools in Turkey - aim to develop 

students’ academic skills as well as skills needed by business world.
BTEC (Business and Technology Education Council) is an

education understanding which brings a new perspective to
business and technological education. BTEC’s purpose is to

present implementing - oriented, practical, modern alternative
educational system to current curricula.
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Oxford AQA programs 
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DEPARTMENTS

AWARDING THE STUDENTS

Students’ positive behaviour and success is rewarded in our 
school, according to National Ministry of Education’s Reward and 
Discipline Regulations. Of those students who succeed in all their 
subjects and have a GPA of 70.00 as well as having a full point 
(100) of behaviour; 

TED Izmir Private Anatolian School firmly believes that success 
needs to be rewarded and in relevance with this belief

TED rewards and provides different percentage of
scholarships to those students who;

International Programs Office aims to ensure our 
high schoola prestigious place in international 
area by establishing partnerships with overseas 
institutions, welcoming students from different 
countries, and providing its own students with
opportunities to spend some time of their 
education abroad and/or participate in
international projects, and our seniors to
continue their academic career
in international universities.

TED Izmir Private Anatolian High School
International Programs Office (IPO)
assists staff and guides students

Between 
70.00-84.99
receive an
Honour Certificate

85.00
and above
receive
a High Honour Certificate

The students who place their names on the High Honours list both
of the semesters in a year, have their names put on the Schools
Honour List. The school can reward the students without checking
with student reward and discipline committee grade if the student;

SCHOLARSHIPS

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OFFICE

succeed well in national exams
with a percentage of %100, %80, %60

depending on their success level

are sports people on the
Turkish National Team

win a medal by winning a medal
by placing herself/himself in the top three



In TED Izmir Private Anatolian High School, curriculum and measurement, assessment experts 
develop curricula, accredit international educational programs and guide implementers to 
instruct effectively related curricula; generate educational materials in order to improve the 
quality of educational services and ensuring standardization. Furthermore, our experts use 
reflective, formative and summative assessment
methods; develop measurement and assessment instruments to evaluate
implemented programs and student’s success. 

Curriculum Development, Measurement and Assessment Department carry out related studies 
in collaboration with high school teachers, other departments within the body of High School 
Administration.

Member students of Politics and Diplomacy Club 
attend conferences, panels, workshop and forums 
organized in scope of “Model United Nations (MUN)” 
where educational institutions’ student delegates 
represent their countries, and United Nations and 
which is a sort of educational simulation. Debate Club 
students attend both national and international
conferences such as Yale MUN, Harvard MUN, TIMUN, 
GEMUN, SAIMUN, MUNESCO .

The aim is to, regarding the fact that all of our students are in their adolescence period, resolve 
the obstacles our students face before they get into trouble. We want them to be young people 
with self-esteem, self-confidence, strong communication skills. We also would like them to be 
sensitive towards their environment, modern, happy, healthy and creative. 
 Under the supervision of Guidance and Counselling Center some of the works that are 
held are; “Familiarizing with the students”, “Psychological Counselling Studies”, “Vocational 
Guidance Studies (Domestic and Study Abroad Counselling)”. The Psychological Counselling 
takes place when parents, teachers, administrators, friends or the student himself ask for it. In 
order to get to know the students, some initial research is done such as;

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT,
MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT CENTER

PROJECTS

DEBATE CLUB

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING SERVICES

• School Guidance Services Information Form,
• Rotter Completing Sentences,
• Autobiography,
• Sociometrist tests 
During the Vocational Guidance Studies, universities are introduced to the students and
university preference guidance is given. In addition, the students receive guidance in,

• Healthy Life Skills,
• Learning Styles,
• Resolving Conflicts,
• Setting targets and career planning
• Anger management,
• Sexual development and education,
• Family education (Parent conferences)
• University entrance exam information,
• Adaptation and communication.  

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT SUCCESS

Assessment of student success is all set according to the National Ministry of Education
criteria. The final grade is achieved by the assessment of the written and oral exams

performance assignment and projects as well as the in school
and outside school learning activities.

Some of the national and international projects that our school runs are as the following.

Within the framework of Global Citizenship Project 
which involves nine TED schools all around the 
Turkey our students have the chance of helping their 
community. 

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

Ted Izmir Private Anatolian High School is well-known 
with the social community work its students have been 
carrying on. The school has been partner with Turkish 
Special Olympics Community since 2016 and develop 
different projects to help the children with autism and 
Down Syndrome. develop different projects to help the 
children with Autism and Down Syndrome. 


